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NY Fund Can Ask 2nd Circ. To Weigh Tips Surcharge
Fight
By Linda Chiem

Law360 (August 5, 2022, 6:32 PM EDT) -- A New York injury compensation fund can pursue an
immediate Second Circuit appeal of a district court's finding that it improperly collected a 2.5%
surcharge on noncash tips to black car and for-hire drivers in the Empire State, according to a
Thursday court order.

 
U.S. District Judge Philip M. Halpern certified his October 2020 decision granting summary
judgment to plaintiff Joseph Kasiotis in a certified consumer class action alleging the New York Black
Car Operators' Injury Compensation Fund Inc. was collecting an unjust tax on tip.

 
That now frees the parties to seek an interlocutory appeal before the Second Circuit on what they
contend is a matter of first impression concerning how to interpret the fund's enabling statute.

 
State law allows the New York Black Car Operators' Injury Compensation Fund to collect the
surcharge on the "invoice, billings ... or credit payment" for "covered services." But there haven't
really been other cases that could shed light on whether noncash tips are part of an invoice, billing or
credit payment for covered services. The district court stated in 2020 that this case raised "a
fascinating display of legislative wordsmithing ... coupled with custom and usage," in which the court
was "trying to figure out what's the right thing to do," according to court documents.

 
"The court is of the opinion that its determination that the fund's application of the surcharge on
noncash tips is contrary to the fund's governing statute [New York Executive Law Section 160-cc] is a
controlling question of law as to which there is substantial ground for difference of opinion," Judge
Halpern said in Thursday's order. "As the court noted on the record October 22, 2020, the court is
not aware of any other case construing the specific statutory language at issue that provides insight
as to whether noncash tips are part of an invoice, or billing, or credit payment for covered services."

 
The parties want the Second Circuit to offer some clarity. If the appeals court agrees with Judge
Halpern's finding on the fund's liability, then the fund would have to pay approximately $8.4 million
in damages to the class, according to Thursday's order.

 
The state-created Black Car Fund is a nonprofit corporation that administers workers' compensation
and other benefits for black car and for-hire drivers in New York, including those who drive for ride-
hailing apps such as Uber and Lyft.

 
New York law establishing the Black Car Fund in 1999 authorizes black car and livery operators to
assess a 2.5% surcharge on passengers' fares — essentially, payments for "covered [transportation]
services" — that benefit the Black Car Fund. But, according to Kasiotis and the class, the fund has
unlawfully assessed the 2.5% surcharge on passengers' noncash tips to drivers as well.

 
Kasiotis kicked off the suit in 2018 and the parties filed dueling motions for summary judgment in
December 2019 asking the court to determine whether the Black Car Fund is permitted to collect its
surcharge on voluntary tips and gratuities.

 
Kasiotis argued in court filings that the answer was an unequivocal and resounding no. Meanwhile,
the Black Car Fund argued that it was well within its authority to assess the 2.5% surcharge on the
whole invoice for a ride, including noncash tips, since they appear as a line item on the "invoices or
billings for covered services," according to court documents. The Black Car Fund maintained that the
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state Legislature delegated authority to the fund to devise a plan of operation for how to administer
the fund and calculate the surcharge and the way it was to be collected.

But Kasiotis and the class countered that the Black Car Fund was "turning a blind eye and a deaf ear
to the actual language of the enabling statute which created the fund's existence" and embarking on
an exercise in "linguistic gymnastics" to justify the improper surcharge on voluntary noncash tips
that are charged to passengers' credit cards.

Seth D. Allen of Schlam Stone & Dolan LLP, an attorney for the Black Car Fund, said in an emailed
statement that Judge Halpern certified the issue for interlocutory appeal to the Second Circuit,
agreeing with the parties that "there are substantial grounds on which the appeals court might find
that, as a matter of law, the Black Car Fund was entitled to apply its surcharge on passengers'
noncash gratuities."

"The Black Car Fund strongly believes that its enabling statute permits it to apply its surcharge to
noncash gratuities, and we intend to ask the Second Circuit to accept a permissive appeal of this
question of first impression," Allen said in the statement. "We look forward to explaining to the
Second Circuit why the district court's decision was in error."

Counsel for the class was not immediately available for comment on Friday.

Kasiotis and the class are represented by Jeffrey I. Carton and Steven R. Schoenfeld of Denlea &
Carton LLP.

The New York Black Car Operators' Injury Compensation Fund is represented by Jonathan Mazer and
Seth D. Allen of Schlam Stone & Dolan LLP.

The case is Kasiotis v. New York Black Car Operators' Injury Compensation Fund Inc., case number
7:18-cv-08057, in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York.

--Editing by Daniel King.

Update: This story has been updated to include a comment from the fund's counsel.
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